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August 17, 2012 
 
 
Re: Letter of Recommendation 
 
 
To Whom it May Concern; 
 
 
It is with great confidence and appreciation we forward this letter of recommendation for Thermal 
Concepts, Inc. 
 
Thermal Concepts, Inc. was awarded a subcontract by our firm to install (2) 1500 Ton water cooled 
chillers in the Miami-Dade County Central Support Facility Chiller Plant. The scope consisted of the 
replacement of one existing chiller and the installation of an additional chiller including all ancillary 
equipment. Although on the surface the scope seems simple and straight forward, the actual conditions 
and operational restrictions were far from simple and lent several layers of extra difficulty and planning. 
 
Of immediate concern was the requirement that the plant stay fully operational at all times, as this facility 
is the sole source of chilled water to the majority of the government facilities in Downtown Miami. 
Additional challenges included the plant being located on the sixth floor with the only area for staging 
and rigging being the parking and receiving area for MDC DEP and Maintenance Department, this area 
also was required to remain open and unobstructed during normal business hours. And last but not least 
the clear space in which equipment was to routed necessitated the complete dismantling, fabrication of 
custom rigging and reassembly in place. 
 
It is with great pleasure that we report Thermal Concepts Inc., not only performed and completed the 
scope with no impact on the ongoing operations of MDC, they completed the project on time, and in such 
a professional manner that numerous comments of appreciation and satisfaction with the quality, 
craftsmanship and timeliness of their work were expressed continually by the Owner’s throughout the 
project. 
 
The professional manner in which the entire Thermal Concepts, Inc. team conducted themselves sets them 
apart from their contemporaries leaves no doubt in our mind that a continuing relationship should and will 
be maintained. Should anyone require further information or clarification please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 
 
 
Sincerely; 

 
Kevin J. Faris  
Project Manager 
ConEdison Solutions, Inc. 
farisk@conedsolutions.com 
Cell 813-753-9896 
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